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Fluctuation and Oscillation in a Community of Pure Spent Herrings.

By

G. GILSON, Ostend.

The unfailing return to our shore of these spentonof=^r.o^s.a 5ep^ ^=^^u^=p,^=^
herrings that concentrates every year, from December biological plienoinenon and the fluctuation in the
to March, in the vicinity of the continental coast, percentage of the yearly additional element seems
between Cap Grisnez and the Scheldt. For seven years veil worth the attention of biologists.
already we-have been examining daily, samples of
26 of these herrings supplied by'the fisheimen and
.we intend to continue the work for several years

Remarks afld Suggestions.more.

Each fish was submitted to the eight analytical Fluctuation.
operations that are now accepted as classical. Applied to fishes the term. iluctnation should

The so-called "biological^cale" of_tho^hoal is the indicate a succession of yearly generations, quanti-superposition. of annual diagrams showing the per - tatively dissimilar, considered over a series of years f

centage of individuals in each of the year-classes, in In Fig. 1, biological scale, the fluctuation is thea succession of years. Every year a step is added to superposltion of the _y early _percentage^ column^ mthis scale after the closure of the fishing season and the series of years 1930-1937? Each of the 8 verticalthe completion of the laboratory work on the samples columns shows the fluctuation of percentage for the
collected. Fig. 1 8-yea^classes considered m the course of the 7_years1

f

This arrangement clearly shows the annual change of observation. In the linear diagram, Fig. 2, thein the composition of the returning shoals and the fluctuation of the percentage is pointed at difEerentsequence of the stages of increase or decrease in their heights on each of the vertical lines corresponding toevolution. the 6 age categories considered.Another presentation of the date collected by the
same continuous observations is given in the linear
diagram, Fig. 2, m which each class is taken separately OsciIIation.
and its particular evolution made more conspicuous. I have proposed this term1), for want of a betterThe graph, Fig. 3, shows the remarkable irregularity one to indicate the rising and'faUmg of percentagesin the percentage of the 3-year-old recruits, that

in the course of the evolution of oneandth.e sameis to say the number of 3-year-old individuals found generation considered over a series of successivein a_ lot _ of 100 herrings taken at random from the
shoal. The variation extends from 3 % in 1933, to years .

In the linear diagram, Fig, 2, the oscillation of28 % in 1935 a rather extensive span of fluctua- each of the consecutive generations, born m the years.

tion.
1927 to 1933, is marked by the dotted lines.

1) A short legend is affixed to each annual diagram, In the columnar diagram, Fig. 1, oscillation must
indicating: be followed from one year to the next by changing

1) the number of herrings examined in the season, column from left to right as one goes down one step.
2) the mean weight of a day's capture; 3) the total
weight landed at Ostend in the season; 4) the mean

?!;:.;; S'S£^£ ,S.^.6).u^t;i ..2, GB.S£.\?I£.£;-SO^SH'=
individuals destroyed. Intern. Rapp. et Proc.-Verb. Vol. C, HI, 1936.
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1930-31 % 1926
1927Number of herrings examined. .. 1,167

-20 1930-31t

Mean weight of a day's capture 8.338 kg 19251924Total weight landed in the season...... 18,360,696 kg 1922
Mean value of 100 kg 71 fr. 10 1923 s<» rt

I

Total value of the season 13,008,930 fr. 192)
. » . 0 0 000 \

. *1

Number of individuals destroyed..... . 217,002,646 ^ 19?0
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00000.
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1931-32 %
Number of herring examined 783 1927

Mean weight of a'da/s capture 6,226 kg -20 1926 1931-32
1924Total weight landed in the season.... 3,383,760 kg 1922.

Mean value of 100 kg 108 fr. 1928 1925

Total value .of the season. ..... ....... 3,642,806 fr. n1921
-10 1923+ .

*. .

+ + 0 0 00]. t .

Number of individuals- destroyed"....... 34,992,241 +
* . t 0.0 00(|. .

$§9 * f
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1932-33 %
Number of herrings examined 1,000 1929

Mean weight of a'day's capture 4,614 Kg %% 1927 1932-33-20
Total weight landed in the" season...... 2,673,186 kg m.%%-

*

1928Mean value of 100 kg 91.60 fr '/,//'/m 1926 1924.+
10 y/.Total value of the season 2,446,867 fr. 1925il 1923

+ +
+ 1922

Number of individuato destroyed......... 29, 6,Qafi 4- +

m . . *.+.. . * .
< . » .+ + » . *1-0

%. 1929;

-so %
'%.m-40-1933-34 % 1933-34.%'/,^

Number of herrings examined 1,479 '/.
-3QMean weight of a'day's capture 7,600 kg 'm.'/,

v

Total weight landed in the season...... 7,465,800 kg m/

Mean value of 100 kg 75. fr. -zo ^

Total value of the season . ......... ..... 5,677,441 fr. %
^

m% 1927
Number of individuals destroyed. . .......... 7.6,861,060'

-10 m1928 1926 1924
%^ -i-

+ + 1925% 1923y, +

-0- ^ ± o^>o o:o^+.

Age- Ill IV v VI VII VIII IX x
groups:'
Balancing of percentages- number of individuals o£ ea.ch

year-class in 1'QO fishes.
Fig. 1., Percentage number of indi-riduals in each year-

class.

Causes of fluctuation and oscillation.
a regular system of continuous observations is organ-

I. Concerning fluctuation I have presented last ised in the sou'ffi.em part of the FIemi&h Sea and in
year at the meeting of this Committee, a few rem-arks the Eastern ClLannel.
alluding only to tibe tfro sets of possiy® Gauses of As to oscillation I have insisted, in a previous
quantitative variation ia general: a) inAernal causea nofe, on the ouliar clLaracter of the quantitative
tendiag to increase or to- reduce 'fcbe production of evolution of ^ generations of our spent herrings;
ovarian eggs and the chances of suseess m t'b.ws eacfa. of them presenting a rising, up to the age of
fertilization, deposition and fixation on the bottom 4 years, immediately followed by a more or less
of the sea: - b) ex.ternal causes, physteal ar bio- regular falling, down to extinction. See diagram
logical -. (temperature, sa]2ai'ty,pB,pl&nktoB,-mo-'fci<m Fia. 2.
of water, in.etebrologiGal conditions ete.). These may he remarkable constancy of this phenomenon
have an action first on the eggs aad larvae and, later leads us to consider it as. dependent on an intemal
on also, on t^ dispbGB^nt; topersioa and recon- cause, inherent to the physiology of _ the fish. The
centration of the shoals of adiEK>s;and their drifting fourth year seems to mark the critical age at which
towards the spawning and fishing grounds, or away mortality,^ a grouprf living organisms,: being very
from them. high immediately after birth and having greatly

Both internal and extemat causes may be investi- dimimslied for a'certain period, agam becomes more
gated and used far prognostieation wlfen, some day, intense down to the complete extinction of the group.
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% 1929
-4.0 '//.%'/.

V, 1934-36^

'/,

-30 /, Number of herrings examined. . . 1,200
1931 1934-35 .

m,% Mean weight of a~ day's capture 14,632 kg
Total weight landed in the" season...... 12,322,990 kg-20

^ 'A Mean value of 100 kg 31.62 fr.'/,
w,

% .Total value of the season ............. 3,866,044 fr.
-10 '//A 1927 Number of individuals destroyed. ...... 123,663,1991930 1928

I926,197ft 19243 .; + +y/^

^ ^^-^fmUTTTl+
4- +7

% ». 1931 1936-36-30 1932
^ 1929 Number of herrings examined. . . 1,3001935-36 .

Mean weight of a day's capturey, 11,120 kg-20
\ V, Total weight landed in the season...... 8,696,896 kg^
^ Mean value of 100 kg 62 fr.'/,

ii % .

-10 y 1927 Total value of the season ............. 6,328,764 fr.1930 1928 Number of individuals destroyed. ...... 81,966,880\ /, 1926_1925^ ^ +
+ -t-0 » fc .

% 1932-30 1936-37 1936-37
^ 1929 Number of herrings examined. .. 626. .

20 1933 1931 Mean weight of a day's capture 7,319 kg^

1?7 t
s

Total weight landed in the season...... 3,132,460 kg0000
000 Mean value of 100 kg . 72 fr.-10 0000s ;<

000( 1930 1928^1^ Total value of the season ............ 2,268,226 fr.
^ m Number of individuals destroyed. ...... 31,211,2690000 +>plo.cx0 ^,

>S~ /\ /\ n

Age- Ill IV v VI VII VIII IX x Number of herrings examined in 7 years 7,664
groups:
Balancing of percentages: number of individuals of each

year-class in 100 fishes.
Fig. 1. Percentage number of individuals in each year-

class.

The problem ought to be studied in larger commu- season 1934-35, would be present with a high per-
nities than the small shoal of our coast, and attention centage, one of them, 1931, being then only at the
should be paid to the possibility of outer agencies first stage of reduction and the other being the famous
influencing either the ascending or the descending class at 1929 and expected still to show a good per-
part of the oscillation, and it should be kept in mind centage in 1936-37. Beside that, there would be a
that all figures in our diagrams being percentages, young class, 1932, appearing at 3 years with the
a change in one of them must affect "all the others highest percentage recorded, and entering in 1936-36
proportionately and inversely. I have given, in 1931 the augmentative stage of 4 years of age.
and 1935 several illustrations of this plienomenon Qualitatively the prediction was rather success-
which I have called "Balancing of percentages".^ It ful: see step 1936-37 m the biological scale, Fig. 1,
has sometimes escaped the attention of biologists although the column of 1931 had a greater reduc-
and led them to erroneous conclusions. tion thanexpected. There was no disagreement con-

.

cerning percentages.
Forecasts. But quantitatively, on the other hand, the season

In 1935-36 our previsions for 1936-37 were that was very bad and the forecast was quite wrong. The
good shoals might* be expected. These predictions density of the shoal was among the lowest recorded m
were based on the fact that two classes, 1931 and 7 years of regular observation: the mean weight of a
1929, that had played an important part in the good day's capture being only 7,319 kg., -wliilst the season

6
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% 193S 1933 the shore, in French territorial waters, but there also.w/

1930 1931 IS>34 1955 1936
^wit^drift nets, ^ only net alWed by-French-30 Z8%

2.6? law within the 3-mile limit poor catches were the24. % rewards to the fishermen.lz&%
This failure of the quantitative forecast is very-20

\j from the percentage only, even when completed with
remarkable and instructive. It shows that data taken

15,5

tlle notion of the density of shoal, are insufficient for
-10 reliable forecasts. We want information "about" the

fate of the shoal of spente after they have'left our
sho^and that can scarcely be expected except from3'ff

a__contmuous service of a complete and periodical-0

Fig. 3. Fluctuation at first appearance of 3-year-old scientific survey of the region.
recruits. As a further trial of the value of the method of

percentages, we deduce from the step 1936-37 oft

1934-35, in which the two classes 1931 and 1929 the biological scale, that the new shoal of'1937-38
had played an important part, had the highest record will show-^a majority of herrings oFtheVand vY-
hitherto obtained: .14,632 kg: for one day's fishing group with a remnant of year-olass 1929, the VIII-
and consequently its shoal must have been very gTOUP> and perhaps a good percentage of the new
dense. 1933-year-class.

The fishing in 1936-37 was a failure and, although Quantitatively, from percentages, the pro-
the market prices were high: 72 Fr. per 100 kg. gnostics archer bad, all classes being, in 1937-£-38,

the fishermen were disheartened and gave up in stages of reduction, except the new class, 1933,
fishing with the herring trawl. wuch-wilLbe.ul augmentotion -andmay7perhaps:

save the situation.The spents were a little more abundant close to
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